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M3 Views of/from the Moon

• M3: a guest instrument on India’s Chandrayaan-1
mission

• Water on the Moon
– Widespread H2O and OH; Surficial

– Planetary physics: interaction of silicates with solar
environment

• Terrestrial Planet Crustal Evolution
– Outcrops at basins and large craters

– New Rock Types implying new processes

• Priorities? Next Steps?
– M3 re-flight to complete what was started

– A plethora of small sample return targets
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Moon Mineralogy Mapper (M3)

on Chandrayaan-1

Chandrayaan-1 launched
October 22, 2008 on an
Indian rocket

– Two-year mission planned

– 100 km circular polar Orbit [200 km orbit May -
August 2009]

M3 is a NASA Discovery
“Mission of Opportunity”

– Peer-reviewed competitive selection

– Team led by PI: C. Pieters

– Designed and built at JPL

M3 is a pushbroom imaging
spectrometer

Two spatial dimensions

One spectral dimension

260 Band260 Band

SpectrumSpectrum

M3 covers the spectral range

where diagnostic features occur

for all common rock-forming

minerals and hydrous phases

[0.43 to 3.0 !m].
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M3 Is Designed to

Measure Mineralogy

Characteristic

absorption bands of

iron-bearing

minerals:

• Olivine

• Pyroxenes of

different composition

• Anorthosite

Band wavelength

(energy) and

integrated band

depth are highly

diagnostic of

minerals present.
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M3 provides compositional information about the surface at the highest

spatial resolution possible with remote sensors.
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M3 and Chandrayaan-1

Recent History

• M3 in-orbit operation and measurements were
successful.
– All instrument performance specifications were fully met.

– Minimum Level 1 science requirements were nominally met:
more than 80% coverage in low-resolution Global Mode.

– Remarkable science achievements: widespread surficial water;
lunar magma ocean confirmed; new rock types discovered, etc.

• From the beginning, the Chandrayaan-1 spacecraft
suffered technical difficulties and all operations were
“non-nominal”.

• Communication with the spacecraft ceased prematurely
August 28, 2009.
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Spectroscopy of Lunar

Minerals and H2O/OH
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Spatial Distribution

3-!m Hydroxyl &
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M3 data near 3-!m have been

thoroughly scrutinized.

• Repeat measurements

– orbit-to-orbit overlap

– Morning vs afternoon illumination

– Before/after detector decontamination

• Independent M3 calibrations (spectralon, infragold, in-

flight)

• 3-!m absorption band identified and extended to longer

wavelengths by two independent spacecraft:

– VIMS/Cassini (Clark, 2009)

– Deep Impact (Sunshine et al., 2009)

   In all cases the 3-!m absorption remained present.
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Independent Validation

of M3 Results

VIMS Cassini 1999 fly by

(reanalyzed by Clark, 2009)

Deep Impact 6-2009 Lunar

Fly-by  (Sunshine et al. 2009)

Lunar Soil

Samples

DI Data
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Several Fresh Feldspathic

Craters Exhibit 3-!m Absorption

 

Ryder Crater

[~17 km]

on southern

farside

Relative 3-!m

band depth

Diffuse relation

with illumination

M3
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Small Very Fresh Highland

Craters Exhibit Strong Bands

Arrows indicate the location of small

morphologically fresh craters and

their M3 near-infrared apparent

reflectance spectra on the right.

The average spectrum for

background soil (dashed line) is

shown for comparison.

The small fresh feldspathic craters

exhibit prominent 3-µm

absorptions in comparison to

their surroundings.

[No detectible thermal component ]
 

M3



Relative Strength of the

3-!m Absorption

Goldschmidt

Note: We cannot say

whether the absorption

occurs at lower latitudes

without additional

measurements at a lower

temperature.
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LP Neutron Spectrometer
 D. Lawrence, 2006, 2009

D. Lawrence, 2009

The difference between LP-NS and M3 results suggests the two

instruments are measuring water at different depths of the regolith, and

implies M3 detection of OH/H2O is surficial.

Goldschmidt

Polar

View
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Options for the Physical State of

Observed OH/H2O for Lunar Soils

• A few mono-layers of OH/H2O
molecules are formed across the
uppermost surface that has access to
the solar wind.

• A small amount of OH/H2O that
originated on the surface is mixed into
the upper regolith.

• Hydrated minerals exist throughout
several millimeters of lunar regolith.

 

•Hydrated minerals form and are retained only in the
uppermost surface of the regolith.

•The upper few regolith grains are desiccated, but
OH/H2O –bearing minerals are present just below
the dry zone.
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Strength of the 3-!m Absorption Appears

to be  Associated with Illumination

• The most strongly illuminated
region often exhibits the
weakest OH/H2O absorption
bands.

• Observations may depend on:
solar radiation intensity,
temperature, geometry,
surface composition, solar
wind fluence, etc.

• Need to explore the physics of
the interaction between a
silicate body and the solar
system environment.
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Composition of the Moon

as Seen by M3

R: 1580 nm Albedo

G:  1-!m Integrated Band Depth

B: 2-!m Integrated Band Depth - TR



The highly diagnostic

absorptions seen in M3

data illustrate great

diversity at the Moon…..

R 2-!m absorption
     largely pyroxene

G Brightness

B 3-!m absorption
     OH/H2O

ISRO/NASA/JPL/Brown/USGS
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Implications for

Planetary Exploration

1. The surficial OH/H2O identified by M3 may provide
a source for volatile accumulation elsewhere [in the
polar cold traps].
– Important implications for other airless bodies: Mercury,

asteroids, etc.

2. Soils themselves may be a valuable resource.
More detailed laboratory and theoretical analyses
are needed to better constrain:
– Bulk abundance of OH/H2O

– Processes responsible for formation & time-scale
involved

3. Variability & rejuvenation should be studied
remotely.
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Bedrock Seen by M3

at Basins and Craters

Orientale LMO Anorthosites

others….….
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Example M3 spectra

(from 182,000 in M3 image-cube)

••  NNArea ofArea of
spectrumspectrum
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Integrated Band Depth:

Presence of mafic minerals
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Detection of Crystalline

Anorthosite is the Key

• The unambiguous identification of crystalline
anorthosite in direct association with the
hypothesized shocked form, validates previous
indirect interpretations of plagioclase.

• This discovery allows the spatial extent of
anorthosite (crystalline or shocked) to be
mapped.

• The entire Inner Rook-Peak Ring is anorthosite.
Virtually no mafic minerals (<5%) are detected.
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Basin Bedrock Mineralogy

Unlocks the Magma Ocean Story

• Crystalline anorthosite is identified in association with shocked
anorthosite to form the Inner Rook Mountains.

• This exposure of massive and extensive anorthosite is
extraordinary strong evidence for the Magma Ocean hypothesis of
lunar crust formation.

• The impact melt and basin deposits nevertheless contain a
prominent noritic component from an undetermined source.
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NewNew Spinel Rock Types

To be presented at AGU

December 2009

[abstracts available]
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Properties of Lunar Spinels

• Mg- “pink” spinel

(Mg,Fe)(Al,Cr)2O4

• Chromite (FeCr2O4)

[Cloutis et al, 2004]
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Moscoviense Region
Normal Feldspathic Basin with Mare Fill

M3 1 !m
Integrated
Band Depth

•Basaltic Mare
(bright)

•Basaltic
craters

•Feldspathic
Rim (grey)
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Properties:

• Discrete areas with
composition unusual
relative to surroundings.

• Not obviously associated
with any crater or steep
slope that exposed fresh
underlying material.

• No obvious albedo feature
(although some are darker
than surroundings)

• Boundaries are diffuse
(not sharp).

Diffuse

Anomalous

Deposits

occur in

Moscoviense
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Unusual Rock Types

Detected: OOS

IBD1000

• Olivine

• Ortho-
pyroxene

• Mg-Spinel

Diffuse
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Mg-Spinel Rock Type
[<5% pyroxene or olivine present]
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• Moscoviense spinel-rich
regions
– Contain no detectible

other mafic minerals
(pyroxene, olivine).

– Weathering history
unknown (no “immature”
signature).

– Plagioclase expected
(but must be weathered).

• Relation to diffuse
orthopyroxene and
olivine regions
unknown.

Spinel-pyroxene mixtures; 5% increments
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Where are Spinel-rich

Surfaces Observed?

• Spinel-rich surfaces

are only observed in

a few main-belt

asteroids.

• For these asteroids,

the spinel diagnostic

feature is believed to

indicate the presence

of abundant CAIs.

Sunshine et al., 2008, Science
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Origin of OOSs?

Endogenic

• Unusual deep-crustal

exposures

• Unusual plutonic materials

• Requires

– Exposure process other

than normal cratering

– Formation and

concentration of spinel

without mafic silicates

Exogenic

• Dispersed asteroid or comet
deposits

• Requires

– Preservation of impactor

– Dispersion of components (rubble
pile)

– Diversity of components, perhaps
CAI-rich

Bottom Line: Moscoviense OOSs are highly unusual

compositions set within a feldspathic terrain. They either

tell us a new story about the evolution of the crust or they

force us to acknowledge primitive material on the surface.
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Where Else???

….search for solitary prominent 2 um band

characteristic of spinel…..



Most Unusual Material



Most Unusual Material
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Nearside Spinel-rich Areas:

Most Unusual Material

• MUMs: Central near-side in
“plain sight”

• No detectible common mafic
minerals (pyroxene or olivine),
but clear spinel signature
[probably chromite].

• Distinctly DIFFERENT from
OOSs on the Farside

– Lower albedo

– Additional features in visible
and 1 !m

• Associated with pyroclastic
DMM (and link to mantle)
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Nearside Spinel-Pyroclastic

Link?

• Lunar pyroclastic glass is:

– Volatile driven

– Primitive (closely linked to deep interior)

– Common (and diverse) in soils

• MUMs provide the means to

characterize and map new windows to

the interior…..

• No vent has been visited
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Summary of M3 Science:

Eye Opener!

• Water on the Moon
– Widespread H2O and OH; Surficial

– Planetary space physics involved: interaction of
silicates with solar environment

– Time variations and compositional affinity need to
be measured to constrain origin.

• Terrestrial Planet Crustal Evolution
– Outcrops measured at basins and large craters

– New Rock Types discovered, implying new crustal
processes (and access to the interior)

• More to come…… maybe…..
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Communication with Chandrayaan-1

ceased August 28, 2009.

What do we have?

What was lost??
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Cumulative M3 Data
[The Sad Story]

 

Mission Period Baseline Low Res Baseline Hi Res 

expectation  

Actual Low Re s  Actual Hi Re s  

OP1 
Nov 18, 2008 – Feb 
14, 2009 

Global coverage  
during high sun (± 
30°) with cool 
detector 

Test data, then begin 
prime target 
measurements  

~30% coverage at low 
sun (40- 60°); 100 km 
orbit  

One test ima g e  

OP2 
April 15 – 
Aug 16, 2009  

 Accumulate 15% 
science coverage 
during high sun (± 30°) 
with cool detecto r  

~25% coverage at low 
sun (40- 60°), some 
redundant; 200 km orbit 
change, ~45% 
discontinuous coverag e  

Test data at different 
conditio n s  

OP3 

[Nov 1 – 
Jan 31, 2010]  

 Accumulate additional 
15% science covera g e  

  

OP4 
[May 1 – 
July 31, 2010 ]  

 Accumulate additional 
15% science covera g e  

  

     

Total  >90% contiguous 
coverage at high sun 
[Basema p ]  

30-45% coverage of 
prime science targets  

~90%  discontinuous 
coverage, at low sun, 
different altitudes  

Test data  

Low Resolution Mode (Global): 140 m/pixel, 85 spectral channels (0.4 – 3.0 !m) at 100 km 
High Resolutio Mode (Target): 70 m/pixel, 260 spectral channels (0.4 – 3.0 !m) at 100 km  [x12 improvement] 



Low Sun:  Great for Morphology!Low Sun:  Great for Morphology!
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Low Sun =

Low Signal and 

Shadows

Low Sun:

Not good for

spectroscopy!



M3 Low-

Resolution

Cumulative

Coverage

Farside

100 km

+ 200 km 

Estimate

Nearside

OP1b

Repeat

OP2a
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Low- and High-Resolution

Comparison

The few high resolution targets M3

acquired did not cover new, exciting
discoveries (i.e., unshocked
anorthosite, OH/H2O, spinel); they
were rather test targeted data
acquired only when mission
operations allowed (near the end of
operations).

Target: Full Res

Global

Low Res
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M3 Provides

a Taste of What Was Possible

• The ISRO Operations and Flight Teams performed

magnificently in a constantly challenging environment.

Through their hard work and creative efforts M3

accumulated data to meet minimum Level 1 Science

requirement (>80% low-resolution coverage).

• Unfortunately, although M3 met every design

requirement,

– None of the baseline expectations were achieved (high sun,

basemap, science targets assessment);

– The intended design and performance capabilities of M3 were

not utilized (higher spatial and spectral resolution x 12);

– There is no longer an opportunity to follow-up on important

discoveries of the low-resolution data.
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Prioritized Lunar Science Concepts, Goals,

and Recommendations
[Page 60-61]

INTEGRATED HIGH-PRIORITY FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In arriving at the priority science concepts presented in Chapter 3 and the specific goals presented in Chapter

3 and above, the committee found that there were a number of larger integrated issues and concerns that were not

fully captured either in the discussion of the science concepts or in the science goal priorities and their imple-

mentation. The committee therefore developed a group of integrating findings and recommendations that envelop,

complement, and supplement the scientific priorities discussed in the report:

Finding 1: Enabling activities are critical in the near term.
A deluge of spectacular new data about the Moon will come from four sophisticated orbital missions to be

launched between 2007 and 2008: SELENE (Japan), Chang’e (China), Chandrayaan-1 (India), and the Lunar

Reconnaissance Orbiter (United States). Scientific results from these missions, integrated with new analyses of

existing data and samples, will provide the enabling framework for implementing the VSE’s lunar activities. How-

ever, NASA and the scientific community are currently underequipped to harvest these data and produce meaningful

information. For example, the lunar science community assembled at the height of the Apollo program of the late

1960s and early 1970s has since been depleted in terms of its numbers and expertise base.

Recommendation 1a: NASA should make a strategic commitment to stimulate lunar research and engage

the broad scientific community2 by establishing two enabling programs, one for fundamental lunar research

and one for lunar data analysis. Information from these two recommended efforts—a Lunar Fundamental

Research Program and a Lunar Data Analysis Program—would speed and revolutionize understanding of the

Moon as the Vision for Space Exploration proceeds.

Recommendation 1b: The suite of experiments being carried by orbital missions in development will

provide essential data for science and for human exploration. NASA should be prepared to recover data

lost due to failure of missions or instruments by reflying those missions or instruments where those data

are deemed essential for scientific progress.

SCEM Chapter 5…..
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Lessons and

Recommendations

The constant and deteriorating “non-
nominal” operation of Chandrayaan-1
provided a tantalizing taste of M3
contributions to the science community.

1. A RE-FLIGHT of M3+ is urged at the
soonest possible opportunity.

The low-resolution near global M3 data have
already identified several unexpected
compositional surprises across the surface.

2. Many certainly merit low-cost sample return
and/or detailed in-situ analyses.
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Back up
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Sampling the Moon

"You can't take samples of just a few locations on the
Moon, like the Apollo missions did, and say you
know the composition of the whole Moon. It would
be like taking a rock from Paris and Los Angeles
and a snap shot of Tokyo and saying you know
everything about Earth's composition. It's like a
detective story -- you have to put all of the pieces
of information together to see the whole picture."

-David Lawrence [on release of LP data]



R: 1580 nm Albedo

G:  1-!m Integrated

Band Depth

B: 2-!m Integrated

Band Depth - TR

This display is

sensitive to the

presence and

diversity of mafic

minerals.

Isaacson et al.  2009
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Long Wavelengths May Contain a

Thermal Emission Component

R. N. Clark, 2009

If an added

component is

discernable, the

temperature is derived

for each pixel of M3

data. Emission is

estimated and

removed.



Temperature

reflects solar

irradiance

and surface

albedo (mare

vs highlands.

Clark et al., 2009


